
Round and About – Judas Iscariot

A bright and blustery Brighton welcomed the cheery faces of delegates returning to the south coast 
for the umpteenth time for another pretty predictable week of sectarian warfare in and out of the 
conference centre. Our great and glorious leader MARK SERWOTKA has kicked off the week's 
entertainment with a report in this Sunday's Independent in which he warns that PCS would escalate 
resistance to the Government's austerity programme, threatening a wave of strikes this summer and 
vowing, once again, to prepare to fund election candidates against mainstream parties to oppose the 
Cameron-led Coalition's cuts. 

North of the border there was the usual fun and games at the STUC, which was held at AYR 
RACECOURSE last month. MAREK gave an after dinner speech (written by aged Tankie EDDIE 
REILLY) in which he made jokes about ex-UNITE Scottish Gen Sec JOHN QUILEY which 
included some interesting asides about ballot rigging.

QUILEY, who had partaken of one or two many brown lemonades, did not see the funny side, 
Apparently it's okay for STALINISTS to take the piss out of each other, but it's a different matter 
when it comes from a former TROT like SERWOTKA. QUILEY stormed the platform threatening 
to remove various parts of our great leader's body. SERWOTKA had to be escorted out by two burly 
FBU members and the help of newly elected NEC member DEREK THOMSON. It might have 
been a different story if Mark's pacemaker battery hadn't needed topping up.

Meanwhile the spectre of convicted TROT liar & former Big Brother star TOMMY SHERIDAN 
continues to cast its shadow far and wide, even within our own ranks. Almost predictably ALAN 
BROWN (he who provided Sheridan's apparently false alibi) has been turned down for every job in 
PCS and has been given a consolation of a temporary position as DWP organiser covering for the 
useless intellectual dwarf, STEVE CAWKWELL. His constant companion and aspiring Geordie, 
CHERYL GEDLING, was also turned down for the very position she held for a year. Bad enough, 
but she also lost out to former ally and now sworn enemy JOY DUNN, champion of the SECRET 
LEFT in the backwater that is the Scottish Government. The last bastion of Unity has now been 
surrendered with a bribe of "go now" lucre in the form of a package and the promise of a full time 
officer cruise-control pretend job carrying the bag of her former pupil, LYNNE HENDERSON.
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Smirk Filled Rooms – Barrabas

You might want to keep an ear open for the echoes coming from the corridors at this week's Scottish 
Night as they rattle around trying to fill the room. We understand there is a boycott led by DEREK 
THOMSON on instructions from ALAN BROWN and the lovely CHERYL. Only the stalwarts 
from the Scottish Socialist Party intend to be there, if only to piss off BROWN. We understand that 
staff from PCS Scotland Office have all been instructed to attend and make sure they bring a friend. 
That will be interesting as Scotland staff haven't spoken to each other for years.

No surprises in the MOD Group elections as LUNITY retains control of the GEC. Funny thing is 
that most of the MOD LU grandees are more moderate than the moderates! The main casualties 
were MOD Moderati babes MAUREEN BIRRELL and ELAINE MATTHEWS who both lost their 
long-held AGS posts. 

Congratulations to STEVE 'Good Doctor' SHIPMAN (MOD East Anglia) on his re-election to 
MOD Group SOC on a LUNITY ticket. On learning of SHIPMAN'S new political affiliation 
STUART HARDING fumed "Steve joining LUNITY is outrageous. Bugger me he's more right 
wing than I am!"
 
Once again the useless MOD GEC has failed to organise a pukka social. Delegates were promised 
another free wine bash this year. Instead they're expected to attend  a shitty quiz in some poxy hotel 
that nobody has ever heard of.  Wankers.

And its goodbye and au revoir to DWP stalwart, PAUL 
DEVINE, who retires on 31st May. The WOOKIE, lead 
singer in BRIGADIER* HARDING'S band Sweetwater,TM 

retires on 31st May. However I don't think he obtained 
permission from SIAN RUDDICK so he may be singing in a 
falsetto voice after Conference! 

Still, every cloud has a silver lining. HARDING has decided to allow his batman, J. SINGH, to 
accompany him to Conference this year. The Brigadier stated that "Singh is a bone idle bugger but 
he is fanatically loyal. If the circumstances arose I am confident that he would take a bullet for me". 
We'll see what we can arrange.

But in the seedier watering holes of Brighton darker forces are at work. Leading 4TM elements are 
preparing to jump ship to form a new faction called the "PCS Labour Group" arguing that while 
4TM may linger on as an electoral alliance it contains too many has-beens, never-wases and you 
wouldn't possiblys in a million years for any real prospects. The new group, or rather the DIM 
LEFT Mark 2, will support ED MILIBAND and support affiliation to the Labour Party and it will 
be open to all members of all factions or none.

Serial secondee and 'Make Your Vote Count' devotee, GORDON ROWNTREE, will certainly be 
making his vote count on the standing orders committee at conference this year. ROWNTREE has 
been on the payroll of PCS for 3 years and not done a stroke of work for HMRC in all that time. He 
is in receipt of full pay from PCS whilst conducting the business of the standing orders committee. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
*Loyal readers  will recall that Colonel Harding of the PFL Firestarters Brigade was awarded a Field Promotion to Brigadier at 
Conference last year following his disgraceful behaviour at the CUBAN SOLIDARITY social on the Thursday night. (LORNA GARRITY, 
kinky nurse's outfits and wheelchairs were involved, see the webcopy for sordid details)
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“Conflicts of interest” I hear you cry? Ah, but he is also national secretary of Left Unity, so that 
makes it OK. When comrades on secondment to PCS were in attendance at Conference as lowly 
branch delegates having taken annual leave from PCS to do so last year, all hell broke loose on the 
NEC with shouts of foul play. Of course, these delegates weren't in LU. Could this be the 
difference?

Meanwhile back at Falconcrest Gmb @pcs, still led by bonkers BARRON has come out in favour 
of an appraisal system for staff. Do the staff get to vote on an appraisal system at work? Do they 
fuck!

The grandees are strongly in favour of this as 'it will ensure staff work in line with members needs'. 
What this really means of course is 'in line with what we want' as members interests. With BOFF in 
charge, if you don't do as he wants you'll get sacked and replaced by other TROTS like the 
sycophants recently appointed at Falconcrest and the regions.

That's the plan, the vanguardists want PCS, staff, members and cash to be entirely at their disposal 
for the benefit of an obscure political dogma buried in the boring columns of the Socialist Party's 
weekly rag.

Strange rumours abound about LEON BAUGH'S insane drive for power. BOFF is apparently firing 
emails, letters and memos to all and sundry to anybody and everybody he damn well pleases, 
whether he has line management or not, in preparation for the top job when MAREK pops his clogs 
or buggers off back to Wales to bag the Assembly Member seat he thinks the Plaid will give him 
when he returns to the Valleys. Globetrotting DGS LANNING will not be a contender as he will 
retire to spend with his chairmanship of the Palestine Solidarity Campaign and poncing around the 
world on behalf of the Venezuela and Cuban solidarity causes. But who's going to replace HUGO? 
Well, McINALLY is believed to be sniffing around... 

And let's give a warm welcome back to former top 
TROT and NEWCASTLE (w)EIGHT firebrand 
DOREEN PURVIS who will returning to see all 
her old chums this week. The former 
MENDICANT harpy of legend is now 
approximately half the woman she used to be and 
has somewhat mellowed down the years. She ran a 
close second in the recent election for the SOUTH 
TYNESIDE council when she stood in the 
CLEADON PARK ward on the LABOUR ticket. 
Her FACEBOOK page notes that she failed by 
only 59 votes. More disturbing is the election 
night photo which, shockingly, has her flanked by 
ED BALLS and her local MP DAVID 
MILIBAND. How times change ! 

LU DIGITAL SWITCHOVER – a public service message 
We remind all LUNITY conference delegates they should have retuned their brains no later than 
Sunday 15th May in order to receive homogenous thought broadcasts from the LU Grandees. They 
are also reminded that they should retune after 1pm on Friday 20th May so that they can revert to 
their non-revolutionary-socialist personas before returning to the real world.
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PFL SMALL ADS
SHOREHAM EMPLOYER

seeks
FULL TIME PERSON

Must be verifiably human 100% of 
the time.  Part  time pot  plants  and 
occasional  cephalopods  need  not 
apply. Werewolves are right out.
CV and bank account details 
Box 46g 

50s SINGLES COLLECTION
All  certified  divorced/widowed  or 
confirm bachelors and/or spinsters. 
Nobody else wants them. Do you?
Box 99x

NO LONGER INVITED TO 
CONFERENCE SOCIALS?
No problem. Come along to the 
MOD Social tonight. We'll take 
anybody.

WANTED: Jimi Hendrix 
impersonator for local dentist. Must 
be able to carry out root canal work 
unattended and perform the basic 
riffs from All Along The 
Watchtower. 
Box 63w

ALICE PLEASE COME BACK : 
Eating the cat was only a joke

FOUND: Secret tunnel to the 17th 

century with handwritten crayon 
label “This belongs to Alan”
Box 497k

FOR SALE: Tortoise Crucifixion Kit
Adjustable to suit tortoises from 4 – 
18 inches. Some staining. Complete 
with nail gun and half a bag of alfafa 
sprouts. No time wasters
Box 16f

CAN YOU: Wake me up when the 
train gets to Brighton? I have a 
conference to catch. 
Box 19j

********************************************************************************

PFLCPSA NEWS

Exhausted, as you no doubt are, from your recent struggles over the AV referendum, it's hard to 
believe it's only 12 months since we last met. Mind you, if you think that's hard to believe, wait till 
you hear some of the bollocks we're about to hear from platform and rostrum in the next few days. 

We'll be doing our best to help you ignore all that nonsense and dealing with the really important 
issues. Like how the fuck did Doreen Purvis ever end up standing – and smiling - next to a leader of 
the Labour Party (also, apparently, standing and smiling).

Your principal task this week is, of course, to stay awake and try to look interested, if not involved. 
Once you've managed that, your next priority is feed us with the stories and generous donations that 
keep the show on the road.  Usual protocols apply, no names, no point. Photographs earn bonuses. 
Daily debriefings take place in a dark corner of the Old  Shit between 10 & 11pm. Imams can  be 
whispered to in daylight hours only. You'll recognise them by the beards and faint smell of urine. 
Stringers and deep cover agents, you have your communication channels and one time pads. Use 
them wisely and preferably before 3 am.  

We have a special offering this year, in honour of the hero who kicked off the wave of Arab 
revolutions we're still ogling as we speak. Only available this week, on a strictly first come first 
served basis, our memorial Self Immolation Starter packs are the must-have accessory for the 
politically conscious conference delegate. And they're only £1.50 a shot.

But don't worry, the sartorially challenged will have the opportunity to invest in our tastefully 
overdecorated and oversized 2011 PFL T shirts for the usual fee. 

If the dongles are working, and you prefer to read this on your Kindle, you should find the copy 
online (www.pflcpsa.com) from about 6am in the morning 

Right then, let's get on with it...

Is there anything of which one can say, “Look! This is something new”? It was here already, long ago; it was here before our time. – 
Ecclesiastes 1:10 (Nokia translation from Old Text)
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